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The well-known Doob-Meyer decomposition of a supermartingale as the dif- 
ference of a martingale and an increasing process is extended in several ways for 
two-parameter stochastic processes. In particular, the notion of laplacian is 
introduced which gives more explicit decomposition for potentials. The optional 
sampling theorem is stated for a wide class of supermartingales justifying the study 
of local martingales. Conditions for regularity and continuity for two-parameter 
processes are given using approximate laplacians. By introducing the notion of 
optional increasing path, the relation between the regularity of certain quasimar- 
tingales and the continuity of the associated integrable variation process is 
proved. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
The well-known DoobMeyer decomposition of a supermartingale as the 
difference of a martingale and an increasing process can be generalized in 
several ways in the two-parameter case. The first work was done by R. 
Cairoli [S]. Other decompositions were obtained by Brennan [4], by 
Stoica [27], by Foilmer with special assumptions on the filtration [IO], by 
Dozzi for “strong sub-martingales” [9], by Bakry [3], and by Millet 
[23, 241. Actually the uniqueness of these decompositions can be generally 
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obtained with the help of the dual predictable projection [21]. In the first 
part of this work, we survey the different decompositions by a unified and 
comprehensible terminology. The notion of laplac&n is introduced which 
gives more explicit decomposition for potentials. The second section of the 
paper is devoted to the optimal sampling theorem which holds for a class 
larger than the class R introduced by Walsh [29] for two-parameter 
stochastic processes. The last part studies some conditions of continuity 
and regularity for different kinds of two-parameter supermartingales. After 
a survey about the known results (Bakry, Hurzeler, Millet), we give some 
complementary results using the first parts of this work. In particular, a 
supermartingale with a right-continuous expectation admits a regular 
modification. Using the notion of optional increasing path, if a process can 
be decomposed into the sum of a martingale and an increasing process, 
then the process is regular if and only if the increasing process is con- 
tinuous. 
The notation and definitions of this note will follow those of [22]. For 
two points z= (s, t) and z’= (s’, r’) in the positive quadrant of the plane 
R:, z<z’ means s<s’ and t<t’, and Z~Z’ means s<s’ and t<t’. 
If z< z’, (z, z’] will denote the rectangle (s, s] x (t, t’]. Let (a, 9, P) be 
a complete probability space with a right-continuous filtration 
{S?, z E R: } satisfying the following property (the (F4) property of [7]): 
LetS’ -9 (%I) - (&co) and q,r, = ~CWP then for each z, Si and %z are con- 
ditionally independent given E. A set in the product space R: x Q is called 
measurable if it belongs to the o-algebra @(R: ) x 5. 
Consider the measurable space (R: x 52, &?(R: ) x 9). Observe that 
finite unions of the following “rectangles” ((z, z’] x G), G E PZ (respectively 
G E FL, i = 1,2), constitute an algebra. A set is called predictable (i-predic- 
table, i = 1, 2) if it belongs to the a-algebra generated by these “rectangles.” 
This o-algebra will be denoted by 9 (respectively P’, i = 1,2). The 
processes considered here are real and indexed by T = [0, co]*. A process 
A-= P-JrGT is called adapted if, ‘Vt E T: X, is e-measurable; it is called 
integrable if V’t E T, X, E L’(Q, &, P). The process X is said to be a 
modification of the process Y if Vt E T: X, = Y, a.s. However, we do not dis- 
tinguish between processes such that P{ 3 t: X, # Y, > = 0. 
The g-algebra of predictable sets is also generated by the processes which 
are adapted and continuous. The u-algebra of optional sets can be defined 
to be generated by the adapted and right-continuous processes [2]. The 
projection of a process is well defined in [2,21]. We note the different pro- 
jections of a process X by the following: “X, PlX, OX, O’X: the predictable 
projection, resp. the i-predictable (i= 1,2), the optional and the i-optional 
projection. Recall that 
PX’ P’( P2X) = P”( PlX) and ox = Ol( O’X) = 02(OlJ-). 
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The simplest manner to define the variation of a process X on a rectangle 
(z, z’] is by the following X(z, z’] = X7 + X,. - X,,,, - X,,,,. If A = {A,} is a 
right-continuous adapted process, increasing on the axes and of non- 
negative variation on all the rectangles, then A is called an increasing 
process. Note that such a process is increasing in the mean of “variation” 
and also in the mean of “order.” In contrast with the one-parameter case, 
these two properties are quite different and seem to be the origin of the dif- 
ferent kinds of martingales in the plane. 
The notion of increasing process can be extended to that of bounded 
variation process and finite variation process. If 0 = sb < S; < . . . -=z s;, = co 
for i = 1 and i = 2, then the collection of points g = { (si , s,‘) 0 Q i d n,, and 
0 <j< nz} is called a grid on T and we note LPX,, = X((S,!, $), 
(s!+17 si’+ 1 )]. A right-continuous adapted process X increasing on the axes 
is called of finite variation if sup,{ C,, g IdgXSBI > < co. X is of finite 
variation if and only if it is the difference between two increasing processes 
X= X+ - X-, and the variation of X is 11X1( = X+ + X-. The notion of 
dual predictable projection can be defined for increasing processes [21] 
since such processes induce measures on the measurable sets. 
Indeed, if X is an integrable process and (s, t] x F, s 4 t, FE FS, a predic- 
table set, we can define the function m,( (s, t] x F) = E{ X(s, r] 1 F} and call 
it the Doleans function associated with the process X. 
The function m, is simply additive. If it can be extended to be a c- 
additive measure on P, then m, is called a Doleans measure and the 
process X is called admissible. Different conditions on the process X 
[3, 12, 191 and on the filtration [lo] were proposed in order to get a 
measure. In the following section, a condition in connection to the 
Doob-Meyer decomposition is given. 
I. SUPERMARTINGALES AND LAPLACIANS 
In the two-parameter case, the concepts of martingale, supermartingale, 
and quasimartingale can be extended by the order property or by the 
variation property. We shall add the prefix V to the processes which have a 
variation property, the prefix Vb to the V-processes with the same property 
in one parameter’s terms on the boundaries, the prefix 0 to the processes 
which have an order property, and no prefix to those which have three 
properties together. 
Throughout the paper, let X= {X,} fE T be an adapted and integrable 
process. Because of their importance, recall that X is a V-submartingale 
if E(X(s, t)] 1 SS) > 0 VSQ t. X is an 0-supermartingale if the condition 
is replaced by E(X, 1 eY) <X,. X is a Vb-quasimartingale if it is a 
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one-parameter qua&martingale on the boundaries and var( X) = 
suPI@(CIEB IE(dgX, I %)I)> < co. 
The first result is the DoobMeyer-Cairoli decomposition [5]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X be a right-continuous V-submartingale which is 
locally in class (D) for each parameter. Then X = M + A, where M is a 
V-martingale (e.g., a weak martingale) and A is an increasing process. A can 
be chosen predictable (or natural) and then this decomposition is unique. 
DEFINITION. A process X is called an (0-, V-) potential if it is a non- 
negative (0-, V-) supermartingale such that for every increasing sequence 
of points t” = (t;, t;), n EN where {t:} or {t;} converges to + co, 
lim X,. = 0, and X vanishes on the infinite boundary. 
n-m 
We group here different decompositions about quasimartingales and 
potentials. 
Recall that 0-quasimartingales always have L’-right continuous ver- 
sions. Note also that an adapted integrable process is a V-quasimartingale 
if and only if its Doleans function is bounded. It is essentially what Bakry 
[3] called a semi-martingale of S’. It is clear, by Jordan decomposition, 
that every V-quasimartingale can be written as the difference between two 
V-submartingales. Moreover, a process is a Vb-quasimartingale if and only 
if it is an 0- and V-quasimartingale [4]. For a process X, set 
I,= {Ezeg lE(dRX, 1 %)I, g dyadic grid}. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be an L’-right continuous V-quasimartingale. 
Then: 
(a) X = M + Y - 2, where M is a weak martingale, Y and Z are non- 
negative V-submartingales and 0-supermartingales vanishing on the boun- 
daries. 
(b) If the set I, is uniformly integrable, then X is admissible. X is 
admissible tf and only tf X = M + A = M + Y - Z, where M is a weak mar- 
tingale, A an integrable variation process, Y and Z nonnegative 0- and 
V-submartingales. Furthermore X is a Vb-quasimartingale belonging to the 
class (D) on the boundaries if and only if X = Y - Z. 
(c) If X is one-parameter semi-martingale on the boundaries, then 
X = MS X, + X2 + A, where M is a martingale, Xi is of finite variation in 
the i-coordinate and is a martingale on the other coordinate (i = 1, 2) (Xi are 
also V-martingales), and A is a predictable finite variation process. 
(d) IfXisL’-bounded,thenX=M+X,+X,+Y,whereMisamar- 
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tingale, Xi is an i-martingale (i = 1, 2) such that its variation on (t, (co, a)] 
tends to zero when t increases to infinity, and Y is a V-martingale such that 
its variation on ((r, 0), (co, co)] and on ((0, r), (00, CD)] tend to zero when r 
increases to infinity. All these processes are bounded in L’. 
(e) Let X be an 0-submartingale and F’-V-submartingale. Then m, is 
a measure on 9” tf and only tf X = M + A where M is an adapted 1 -mar- 
tingale and A is an increasing process null on the y-axis. 
(f) Let X be a V-martingale with respect to the filtration 
8* =S’ v 9’. Then m, is a measure on 9’* = 9” v p2 if and only if 
X = M + A where M is a strong martingale and A is increasing. 
(g) Let X be a bounded nonnegative 0-supermartingale and a V-mar- 
tingale. Then X = M + Y + Y’ + Y2 where M is a martingale, Y is a V-mar- 
tingale and an O-potential, and Y’ is a martingale in the i-coordinate and 
potential in the other one (i= 1, 2). All these processes are bounded and non- 
negative. Moreover, tf X is also an O-potential then there exists an increasing 
process A such that: X, = A, + E[A, -A,,,, - A,.,, 1 9J for all t = (tl, tz). 
Proof (a) and (b) were proved by Brennan [4], (c) by Bakry [3], (d) 
by Stoica [27], (e) by Millet [24], and (f) as proved by Dozzi [9]. The 
proof of (g) is very simple. For the first part it is enough to define the 
following processes: 
Y, = ECX(t, 00 1 I *I, M,=ECXm I %I, 
Y: =EC(X,,, -ECX,, I ~;,I) I F;,l, 
y: = ECW,,, - ECX,, I S:,l)’ F;,l; 
and to verify the proposition by the (F4) property. For the last part, note 
that XE N+ A where N is a weak martingale and A is increasing. 
Therefore N, = E[N,,, + N,,, - N,, 1 $1. Since X vanishes at the boun- 
daries, we obtain the equality of the proposition. 
In all the cases, ,we get uniqueness of the decomposition with certain 
restrictions of the variations, or requesting predictability of the increasing 
process. 
From now on, for the sake of simplicity of terminology, an O-supermar- 
tingale (O-potential) will be called a supermartingale (potential), and a 
Vb-quasimartingale will be called a quasimartingale. 
Let A be a predictable increasing process continuous at infinity, i.e., such 
that the Doleans measure associated with A does not charge the boun- 
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More generally, we have the following result: 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let A be a predictable integrable variation process 
continuous at infinity. Then the process X defined by (1.1) is a potential if 
and only if for all t, Jixed (resp. tz), the process Bit’ = (B::I, t, E R, } = 
~“‘(A,t,)t,-A,~ f2ER+) (rev. B212 = (B::, t, E R,} = (02(Ar,,),,- A,, 
t, E R + } ) is one-parameter increasing (t = (t 1, t2)). 
ProoJ: Fix tlER+. By definition we have 
X,= 02(01LL,),, -At,,),,- (o’(&,,L,-A,). 
Using the properties of the optional projection [2], we get that 
X, = O’(Bz),, - B:;l where B”’ belongs to g2. 
Let’s show that the one-parameter process B”’ is of integrable variation. 
Let (0 = t: < ti < .. . < t; = cc > be a subdivision of R + . 
= jFo lol(& ,;+I),, -A,, ,;+I - O’(Aot;)t, +A,, ,;I 
It is well known that X is a supermartingale if and only if for every tl fixed 
(resp. t2), the process Xi”= (X,, tzER+} (resp. X2”= (X,, tlER+}) is a 
one-parameter supermartingale. The result now follows from the uni- 
queness of the Doob-Meyer decomposition of the potential X1” [S]. 
DEFINITION. We say that a process X is “rapidly decreasing” if there 
exists c > 0 and tl E T such that 
P{Vt, (X,1 52 cewr.‘} = 1, 
where a. t is the scalar product tl, t, + CQ t,. 
Remark. If X is a nonnegative supermartingale, then Vc > 0, Vu E T, the 
process x’” defined by c = (X, A c) e- c(. ’ is a rapidly decreasing potential. 
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We finish this section by developing a formula which approximates 
laplacians. This formula was introduced by P. A. Meyer [S] in order to 
approximate the increasing predictable process associated with a one- 
parameter supermartingale, by increasing processes constructed explicitly. 
In fact, this formula was initially used in Potential Theory to get excessive 
functions as limits of potentials. Here, this idea will be utilized for two- 
parameter processes. 
Let X be a bounded and measurable process. It is always possible [28] 
to associate with X a four-parameter process p(X) = {p,(X),, S, t E T} 
bounded and measurable on the product space such that Vs, t E T, p,(X), = 
E[X, + I 1 9J as. Therefore, for h E T fixed (h % 0), we can define the follow- 
ing bounded and measurable process: 
Note that if we replace in this formula a measurable modification of 
p(X), the process Xh changes only on an evanescent set. Therefore, it is 
possible to write the following equality: 
x:=Ihl-l~hElx,,,l~]ds. 
0 
In the same manner, the following processes can be defined: 
A;+ = Ih( -I s f (E[X(s, s+h] I 9$-j v 0) ds, 0 
s 
’ A;- = -IhI -1 (E[X(s, s + h] 1 e] A 0) ds, 
0 
A;=A:+ -A)-. 
By construction, the processes Ah+ and Ah- are increasing and vanish 
on the axes and the difference Ah is an adapted bounded variation process. 
Moreover, if X is “rapidly decreasing,” then the random variables A&+,,, 
Ah,-, Ah,, are well defined and bounded. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let X be a rapidly decreasing measurable process. Then for 
all h fixed in T, we have 
vt, Xf=E[s,” dAt I %] a.s. 
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Proof: This formula is obtained by developing it and changing of 
variables. Let h’ (resp. Iz”) be the projection of h on the first (resp. second) 
axis. Then: 
= IhI-’ E j-m (X, + P/,(X)~ - AWN - ~/c,(X)~) ds I % I 1 
= Ihl -’ j,” p,(X), ds= Xr as. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let X be a rapidly decreasing nonnegative supermar- 
tingale. Then Vh E T, h $0 
(i) Xh is also a rapidly decreasing supermartingale. 
(ii) VkET, $k<h, thenVtET; Xf<X:a.s. 
(iii) Vt E T, Xf 6 X, a.s. 
Proof. (i) Let k > (0,O). Then, for each t, we have 
EC-J? - x:, k 13l=lW’ ~~hEIX,+,-~,+,+k~~ldS~o. 
(ii) Let h = (h,, h,) and k = (aIh,, a,h,) with 0 <a,, a, < 1. By 
definition, we have 
X:-X;= Ial [hi-’ j”“’ jazhz E[X,+, I e-j ds, ds, 
0 0 
- Ihl --I 1;’ 1; ECX,,, I %I ds, dsz 
= WI -’ Job’ !oh’ ECXI+c,,.,,a*sl)-X,+s I %I ds, dsz. 
Since X is a super-martingale, this integrated is nonnegative and so is the 
double integral as. The proof of the third statement (iii) is similar. 
The lemma and this proposition will be useful in the next section to 
prove regularity properties via the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X be a rapidly decreasing nonnegative supermar- 
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tingale such that the function t + E(X,) is right-continuous. Then the 
sequence { X(“n* ‘ln)} increases to a modification of X. 
Proof: Following Proposition 1.5, the sequence {X(l’“,l/n)} increases to 
a limit ‘x By construction, we have for each t E T: w, < X, as. On the other 
hand we have 
E[z,] = E lim Ih,l-’ j” E[X,+,y 1 e] ds 
n-cc 0 I 
= lim 
s ’ ECK+,,,J ds= ECX,l. n-m 0 
Therefore X, = 2, as. 
II. OPTIONAL SAMPLING THEOREM AND APPLICATIONS 
DEFINITION [29]. We say a two-parameter supermartingale (M,, 
t E T) is of class R if it is the increasing limit of right-continuous supermar- 
tingales. 
This definition was introduced by J. B. Walsh in order to prove the 
optional sampling theorem for this class. In the one-parameter case, this 
definition is trivial [8] but not in the two-parameter case, where there exist 
separable class R martingales-not just supermartingales-which are 
nowhere continuous. 
We extend now the definition by the following: 
DEFINITION. We say a two-parameter supermartingale is of class R” 
(n = 2, 3,...) if it is the increasing limit of class R”-’ supermartingales. 
(The class R’ is the class R.) 
We say a supermartingale is of class RR if there exists an integer n such 
that it is of class R”. 
Remark. A class RR supermartingale is, by definition, a limit of a 
sequence (not necessarily increasing) of right-continuous supermartingales, 
and also the superior envelope. Therefore, its paths are lower semi-con- 
tinuous for the right topology. We shall see later that it is the general 
regularity for supermartingales. 
In order to give some examples of these classes, we need the fact (which 
will be proved independently in the forthcoming section) that if X is a 
rapidly decreasing measurable process then Xh has a right-continuous 
modification. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a nonnegative rapidly decreasing supermar- 
tingale such that the function t + E[X,] is right-continuous. Then X has a 
class R modification. 
Proof Let {h,}, be a decreasing sequence to zero of elements of T and 
denote by x” a right-continuous modification of the process Xhn. Following 
Proposition 1.5, (J!? In is an increasing sequence of right-continuous super- 
martingales. The limit exists, it is a bounded class R supermartingale, and, 
following Proposition 1.6, it is a modification of X. 
This result can be extended by the following one: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be a bounded (resp. nonnegative) supermar- 
tingale such that the function t + E[X,] is right-continuous. Then X has a 
class R2 (resp. R’) modtfication. 
Proof In the first case, we can suppose that X is bounded and non- 
negative. The process XT = e-“‘X,, where a E T, is a rapidly decreasing 
nonnegative supermartingale. Following Proposition 2.1, X; has a class R 
modification. Taking a decreasing sequence (an}n of points converging to 
zero, we get Vt E T, X, = lim, _ co Xp as., and the result follows. 
For the second case, it is enough to consider the sequence X; =X, A n 
and to note that this sequence fulfills the requirements of the first case. 
We shall now establish an extension of the optional sampling theorem 
for stopping points [ 13-15, 29, 303. T is called a stopping point if it is an 
application from 52 into T such that Vt E T, {CO: T(o) < t} E e. 
FT= (F 1 FE 9: Fn {CO: T(o) < t} E e, Vt E T}. 
If T is a stopping point, then FT is a o-algebra. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a class RR supermartingale, and S and T two 
bounded stopping points such that S c T a.s. Then 
E[X,/FJ <X,. 
Proof The result holds for the class R’ as proved by Walsh [29]. We 
extend it by recurrence. Let n be a fixed integer and suppose the result 
holds for class R”. If X belongs to the class R”+ ‘, then it is the limit of an 
increasing sequence { X”}k of class R” supermartingales. Therefore: 
VkEN, ECG I %I< J$,, 
X,= lim Xk, and X,= lim X”,. 
k-c.2 k*oo 
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Following Fatou’s lemma, the process X satisfies the same inequality, and 
the result is proved inductively for the whole class RR. 
Remark. An integrable optional process X such that for all bounded 
stopping times S < T, we have E[X, 1 &] <X, is called an optional 
s-supermartingale (“surmartingale forte optionelle”) [S]. In the one- 
parameter theory, it is known that every supermartingale has an optional 
s-supermartingale modification. In the two-parameter theory, following 
Proposition 2.2. and Theorem 2.3, we obtain the same result if we add the 
assumption that the function t -+ E[X,] is right-continuous. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the notion of local martingale. 
Cairoli and Walsh [7] were the first to define this notion. 
DEFINITIONS. A stopping line I is an application from 52 into the set of 
the connected decreasing lines separating T such that for every t E T, 
{ 0: 3t’ < t. t’ E A(w)} E 8. 
An optional increasing path (0.i.p.) r is an application from Q into the 
connected increasing lines from the origin such that {(t, 0): t = (tl, t2), 
3; 6 t,, t;> t,: (t\, t;)e T(o)} is a progressive set. 
Remark. These notions were defined and studied by several authors 
[ 11, 15, 20, 291. An 0.i.p. is also an increasing family of stopping points 
{U,, tkO} such that t -+ U, is a.s. continuous. 
Let T be a stopping point. It induces a stopping line and there exists an 
0.i.p. passing through T [ 11, 291. Conversely, the first point of intersection 
of a stopping line and an 0.i.p. is a stopping point. For each point t E T, we 
denote by T r\ t the greater stopping point which is smaller than T and 
than t (T ,i t < T A t), and by P, the set of all the points T r\ t. It is a 
progressive set and is called the past of T [ll]. 
For two-parameter processes, there does not exist a right deftnition of a 
local martingale, or there exist many different definitions. This can be 
defined by means of stopping lines (Cairoli and Walsh in [7]), by stopping 
at stopping points (Fouque in [ 11 I), or by using 0.i.p. 
The following proposition summarizes the relation between the different 
definitions. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A4 be an adapted process, and consider the follow- 
ing statements: 
(1) There exists an increasing sequence of stopping lines {A,,} ,“= 1 con- 
verging to infinity and a sequence of uniformly integrable martingales of class 
RR {IV”},“= 1 such that a.s. My(o) = M,(o) on the set {(t, co): It’ > t. 
fen,). 
(2) For each 0.i.p. r, M is a one-parameter local martingale along IY 
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(3) There exists an increasing sequence of stopping points {T,,},“_ 1 
such that P, increases to T x SIG? and for each n, the process MT” defined by 
Mp = M,, , is a uniformly integrable martingale with respect to the 
filtration { .5ETn n e} fE T. 
(4) For each t, >,O the process {Mf,,f2, q,,*, t2 >O} and for each 
f2 > 0 the process {M,,,,,, E,,,,, t, > 0} are (one-parameter) local mar- 
tingales. 
Then: (l)=(2) and ifM is of class RR then (2)+(3)=(4). 
Proof. Let M satisfy (1) and r be any 0.i.p. The first points of the inter- 
sections Tnl, are stopping points which reduce M on r following 
Theorem 2.3. Therefore M is a local martingale along r. 
Suppose now that M satisfies (2) and is of class RR. Let 1, be the stopp- 
ing line defined by the debut of the set {M, > n} stopped at (n, n). Let r be 
the deterministic increasing path which is the diagonal, and define 
T,, = A,, n r. { T,,) is an increasing sequence of stopping points since we can 
assume that the sequence (A,} increases (if not, take 1, v A,- ,). The 
process MTn is a uniformly integrable martingale with respect to (FTn n e, 
t E T}. Indeed, let t < t’ in T. Then T, A t < T, A t’, they are stopping 
points, and there exists an 0.i.p. which passes through these two points. On 
this o.i.p., M is a one-parameter local martingale, therefore M is adapted to 
the filtration { PTn n $, t E T}. On the other hand, we can choose as a 
sequence of stopping points which reduces M the first points of the inter- 
section of the 0.i.p. with 1,. Therefore following Theorem 2.3 (M being of 
class R), we can conclude the following. 
If M is a right-continuous, then the fact that (3) implies (4) is proved by 
Fouque [ 111. The extension to the class RR case is immediate following 
Theorem 2.3. 
We finish this section with a result which extends a proposition of Walsh 
[29] and introduces the next section. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be a class RR supermartingale and let 
{U,, t E R, ) be an 0.i.p. Then the process (Mu,, &,, tE R, > is a (one- 
parameter) right-continuous local supermartingale. 
ProoJ: The idea of the proof is the same as in Walsh [29]. We suppose 
that M is of class Rk (k z 1) and we continue inductively. If k = 2, for 
example, the one-parameter process (MC, I\ T,, t E R, } is the increasing 
limit of right-continuous supermartingales. Then, by a theorem of Meyer, 
this process is also a (one-parameter) right-continuous supermartingale. 
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III. REGULARITY 
It is known that generally a supermartingale (or a submartingale), even 
if bounded, does not have right-continuous modification, except under very 
stringent assumptions on the filtration. In order to achieve regularity for 
almost every trajectory, we have to require a supplementary condition- 
either a condition on the conditional variation of the process, or by 
approximate laplacian and using the notion of optional increasing path. In 
this section we shall survey rapidly the different known results on regularity 
and continuity; and using the tools developed in the previous sections, we 
shall give some complementary results. 
To each point t = (t,, tz) of T, we can associate the following four 
quadrants: 
Q:= {t’: t-o’}, Q;= {(t;, t;): t; <t,, tz<t;}, 
Q;= (t’: t’a), and Q:‘= ((t;, t;): t, <t;, t;<t,J. 
Properties of regularity of continuity for L log L-bounded martingales 
were extensively studied by Millet and Sucheston [25] and Bakry [ 11, and 
by Walsh for L’-bounded strong martingales (see [22]). Here we restrict 
oursleves to submartingales and quasimartingales. 
We say that a process X is i-j-limited (resp. limited) if for each point t 
the process X has limits in the quadrants Qf and Q{ (resp. in the four 
quadrants, and continuous in Q,‘) (i, j= l,..., 4). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. (1) Let X be an L log L-bounded 0-quasimartingale 
and Vb-quasimartingale such that the variations are also L log L-bounded. 
Then X has a 3-limited modification. 
(2) Let X be an 0-submartingale and an S’-V-submartingale, or an 
0-submartingale and an F’-V-supermartingale. Assume that X is 
Llog L-bounded and that X, 2 E[ Y 1 e] for some random variable 
YE L log L. 
(2a) rf Vu 20, b + E[X,,,] is right-continuous, then X has a 
l-limited modification. 
(2b) if Vb >O, a + E[X,,b, is right-continuous, then X has a 
1-Climited modification. 
(2~) rf Va > 0, b -+ E[X,,,] and b + E[X,,,] are right-continuous, 
then X has a I-4-limited modification which is right-continuous. 
(3) Let X be an 0-submartingale and an 8*-V-submartingale. 
(3a) Under either assumption (2a) or (2b), X has a I-ZClimited 
modtjkation. 
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(3b) Under either assumption (2a) or (2b) and if X is of class (D) 
for one parameter, then X has a limited modification. 
(3~) Suppose assumption (2~). Then X has a 2-Uimited 
modification which is right-continuous. 
(3d) Under assumptions (3~) and (3b), X has a limited modification 
which is right-continuous. 
Proof: (1)was proved by Brennan [4], (2) was proved by Millet [24], 
and (3) in [23]. 
Remark. Hurzeler [ 123 proved that LP-integrators which satisfy a sup- 
plementary condition of boundedness have right-continuous limited 
modification. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let X be an admissible O-potential with an 
Llog L-bounded variation process A. Then X has a right-continuous 
modtyication : %. 
Proof We define X=A+“(A,,)-o’(A,.)-02(A.oa). 
Since we can always suppose that the process A is right-continuous (it is 
the difference between two increasing processes), and A is bounded in 
L log L, then each of these terms is actually right-continuous following the 
results of [2] and [25] on the optional projection. 
In fact this proposition can be extended to more general processes. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X be a nonnegative admissible supermartingale 
associated with the predictable increasing process A bounded in L log L. 
Then: X = Y + p + Y’ + Y*, where all these processes are bounded and 
right-continuous; and Y is an admissible O-potential, Y” is a martingale, and 
Y’ is a martingale in one coordinate and a potential in the other coordinate 
(i= 1, 2). 
ProoJ We choose “cad-lag modifications” of the one-parameter super- 
martingales {X,,, u 3 0} and {X,,, u > 0}, and define the following 
optional projections: 
y,= Otx(t> ~I),, ~==o(xmmL~ 
Y: = OZ(X., - ol(xmm))t, Yf = O’(X,. - O2(X,,)),. 
By the results of [2] and Proposition 3.2, these processes are right-con- 
tinuous. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a rapidly decreasing measurable process. 
Then, for all h in T, the process Xh has a right-continuous modification. 
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Proof Following Lemma 1.4, we can write: 
VteT X;=E Oc dA;+ 1 E 1 [ -E jm dA;- 1 e 1 as. , 
This formula means that Xh is the difference between two admissible 
O-potentials, where Ah+ and Ah- are bounded. Therefore, following 
Proposition 3.2, Xh has a right-continuous modification. 
In order to obtain supplementary results on regularity, we need to recall 
some facts about continuity of deterministic real functions defined in the 
plane R2. 
In [18], the following is proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. The set of discontinuities of a limited function is a 
denumerable union of intervals parallel to the axes. 
It is known that a function is continuous if and only if it is continuous 
on every path. A continuous path 0 is said to be increasing if t < t’ implies 
Co(t) < o(t’). 0 is said to be decreasing if t < t’ implies O(t’) E e”,,,,. 
We will now restrict ourselves to these paths. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) f is continuous. 
(2) f is continuous on every increasing and every decreasing path. 
(3) f is 2-4-limited and f is continuous on every increasing path. 
(4) f is I-3-limited and f is continuous on every decreasing path. 
The proof of this proposition is very simple. 
Summarizing those results for functions with a property of monotonicity, 
we get the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.7. (1) Suppose that f is O-increasing, then f is 1-3- 
limited, and if f is continuous on the decreasing paths then f is continuous. 
(2) Suppose that f is V-increasing, then f is limited; and if f is con- 
tinuous on the increasing paths or on the decreasing paths then f is con- 
tinuous. 
Returning now to stochastic processes, decreasing paths are randomized 
as stopping lines and increasing paths are randomized as 0.i.p. 
A set in T x D is called thin (Cairoli [6]) if its intersection with the 
graph of any stopping point is evanescent. 
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THEOREM 3.8. Let X be an adapted limited process, and D be the set of 
the discontinuities of X. Zf D is thin then X is a continuous process. 
Proof Following Proposition 3.5, there exists an 0.i.p. passing through 
the set D with strictly positive probability. Since the set D is progressive (X 
being adapted), then the first point of the intersection of D with the 0.i.p. is 
a stopping point [20]. But D is thin, therefore it is evanescent. 
COROLLARY 3.9. Let X be an adapted limited (resp. 1-3-limited) process 
which is continuous along every 0.i.p. (resp. stopping line). Then X is con- 
tinuous. 
COROLLARY 3.10. Zf M is a square integrable continuous strong mar- 
tingale, then its increasing process (M) is also continuous. 
Proof M2 - (M) is a one-parameter martingale along every 0.i.p. 
Therefore (M) is continuous along every 0.i.p. Since (M) is increasing, 
then it is limited and following Corollary 3.9, (M) is continuous. 
DEFINITION. A process X is called regular if for each announceable stop- 
ping point T we have E[ X,] = E[X,- 1. 
Remarks. (1) In the one-parameter case, this definition was 
introduced by Dellacherie (see [S] ). 
(2) T is called an announceable stopping point if there exists a 
sequence of increasing stopping points { T,} n =, converging to T and such 
that T,,4 T. Therefore E[X,-] means the limit of E[X,] when it exists. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let X be a class RR process such that there exists a 
predictable integrable variation process A satisfying: X-A is a martingale. 
Then A is continuous tf and only if X is regular. 
Proof: Let T be an announceable stopping point and M the class RR 
martingale X-A. The optimal sampling theorem (Theorem 2.3) can be 
used, then E[M,] = E[M,-] and E[X,- AT] = E[X,- -AT-]. 
Suppose that X is a regular process. Therefore RCA.1 = E[A .- 1. The set 
D of the discontinuities of A is a predictable set which has the property 
that its intersection with the graph of any announceable stopping point is 
evanescent (such a set may be called predictably thin). If D is not 
evanescent, there exists, following Proposition 1.8 of [17], a weak step 
stopping line charged by the process A and such that its debut is an 
announceable stopping line. 
On the other hand, there exists a strictly increasing 0.i.p. which intersects 
this weak step stopping line. Therefore, this 0.i.p. can be constituted by 
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announceable stopping points and following Theorem 7 of [20], there 
exists an announceable stopping point in the intersection which contradicts 
the fact that D is predictably thin. 
Remark. By another method, Nualart proved the continuity of M 
where M is a continuous path independent variation martingale or M is a 
continuous martingale of orthogonal increments in one direction. 
Moreover he obtained a quite general result in [26]. 
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